>>> BENJAMIN THOMPSON 03/16/16 15:49 >>>

Here you go Sir
Officer Thompson,

Thank you so much in advance for helping me. I really appreciate it!

On Tue, Mar 15, 2016 at 2:04 PM, BENJAMIN THOMPSON <39467@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:

> You got it! I will submit a CAD request immediately and send that
> information over right after I get a return.
> >
> >>> Ras Tafari Cannady II <ras.cannady@lacity.org> 3/11/2016 3:09 PM >>>
> >
> > Officer Thompson,
> >
> > My name is Ras Tafari Cannady II, Student Professional in the Nuisance
> > Abatement and Revocations Unit. I'm contacting you to request the
> > CCAD/Calls for Service for "6346 West Hollywood Boulevard [Cosmo]." so I
> > can complete the Staff Investigator Report. I'd appreciate if you could
> > assist me with this matter.
> >
> > Thanks in advance!
> >
> >...
> > Best,
> >
> > Ras Tafari Cannady II
> >
> > Student Professional Worker
> >
> > Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit
> 201 N. Figueroa Street, 5th Floor
  >
  > Los Angeles, CA 90012
  >
  > Main (213) 202-5473 <%213%202%5473> | Other (213) 202-5434 <%213%202%5434>
  >
  > Ras.C <Ras.ccu@gmail.com>annady@lacity.org |
  > http://cityplanning.lacity.org
  >

--

Best,

Ras Tafari Cannady II

Student Professional Worker

Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit

201 N. Figueroa Street, 5th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Main (213) 202-5473 <%213%202%5473> | Other (213) 202-5434 <%213%202%5434>

Ras.C <Ras.ccu@gmail.com>annady@lacity.org | http://cityplanning.lacity.org
Officer Thompson,

Thank you so much in advance for helping me. I really appreciate it.

On Tue, Mar 15, 2016 at 2:04 PM, BENJAMIN THOMPSON <39467@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:

You got it I will submit a CAD request immediately and send that information over right after I get a return.

>>> Ras Tafari Cannady II <ras.cannady@lacity.org> <mailto:ras.cannady@lacity.org> > 3/11/2016 3:09 PM >>>

Officer Thompson,

My name is Ras Tafari Cannady II, Student Professional in the Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit. I'm contacting you to request the CCAD/Calls for Service for 6346 West Hollywood Boulevard [Cosmo], so I can complete the Staff Investigator Report. I'd appreciate if you could assist me with this matter.

Thanks in advance!

---

Best,

Ras Tafari Cannady II
Student Professional Worker
Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit
201 N. Figueroa Street, 5th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Main (213) 202-5473 <tel:%213%202%5473> | Other (213) 202-5434
<tel:%213%202%5434>
Ras.C <mailto:Ras.ccu@gmail.com> annady@lacity.org
<mailto:annady@lacity.org> | http://cityplanning.lacity.org
<http://cityplanning.lacity.org>

---

Best,
Ras Tafari Cannady II
Student Professional Worker
Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit
201 N. Figueroa Street, 5th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Main (213) 202-5473 | Other (213) 202-5434
Ras.C <mailto:Ras.ccu@gmail.com> annady@lacity.org
<mailto:annady@lacity.org> http://cityplanning.lacity.org
<http://cityplanning.lacity.org/>
You got it I will submit a CAD request immediately and send that information over right after I get a return.

>>> Ras Tafari Cannady II <ras.cannady@lapd.city.org> 3/11/2016 3:09 PM >>>

Officer Thompson,

My name is Ras Tafari Cannady II, Student Professional in the Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit. I'm contacting you to request the CCAD/Calls for Service for 6346 West Hollywood Boulevard [Cosmo], so I can complete the Staff Investigator Report. I'd appreciate if you could assist me with this matter.

Thanks in advance!

---

Best,

Ras Tafari Cannady II
Student Professional Worker
Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit
201 N. Figueroa Street, 5th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90012
Main (213) 202-5473
( tel:%213%202%5473 ) | Other (213) 202-5434
( tel:%213%202%5434 )

Ras.C
(mailto:Ras.ccu@gmail.com) annady@lapd.city.org | http://cityplanning.lacity.org
You got it I will submit a CAD request immediately and send that information over right after I get a return.

>>> Ras Tafari Cannady II <ras.cannady@lacity.org> 3/11/2016 3:09 PM >>>
Officer Thompson,

My name is Ras Tafari Cannady II, Student Professional in the Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit. I'm contacting you to request the CCAD/Calls for Service for 6346 West Hollywood Boulevard [Cosmo], so I can complete the Staff Investigator Report. I'd appreciate if you could assist me with this matter.

Thanks in advance!

---

Best,

Ras Tafari Cannady II
Student Professional Worker
Nuisance Abatement and Revocations Unit
201 N. Figueroa Street, 5th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Main (213) 202-5473 <tel:%213%202%5473> | Other (213) 202-5434
<tel:%213%202%5434>
Ras.C <mailto:Ras.ccu@gmail.com> annady@lacity.org
<mailto:annady@lacity.org> | http://cityplanning.lacity.org
<http://cityplanning.lacity.org/>
Greetings,

6FB38W9 was one hour overtime (x2 Officers) with a late radio call (0215 hours) and subsequent Battery / Vandalism investigation at The Cosmo. The investigation was lengthy and the officers viewed video surveillance. Incident 160310000377. The call originated as a dispute between a patrons and security. To manage and mitigate the overtime, the unit was directed to complete the IR at start of watch 3-10-2016.

TOTAL OT SPENT: 2.0 hours

That is all. Goodnight!

NMW

Neil Matthew Wank, Sergeant
Hollywood Entertainment District

(213) 972-2971 Phone
(323) 957-6489 Fax
(213) 485-9699 TTY
wwwlapdunl.org
www.joinlapd.com
Greetings,

6FB38W9 was one hour overtime (x2 Officers) with a late radio call (0215 hours) and subsequent Battery / Vandalism investigation at The Cosmo. The investigation was lengthy and the officers viewed video surveillance. Incident 160310000377. The call originated as a dispute between a patrons and security. To manage and mitigate the overtime, the unit was directed to complete the IR at start of watch 3-10-2016.

TOTAL OT SPENT: 2.0 hours

That is all. Goodnight!

NMW

Neil Matthew Wank, Sergeant
Hollywood Entertainment District

(213) 972-2971 Phone
(323) 957-8499 Fax
(213) 485-9899 TTY

www.lapdonline.org <http://www.lapdonline.org/>
Rog.

>>> ALFONSO ARGUELLES 3/2/2016 12:33 PM >>>

Sirs,

I am continuing my 3.18 on Cosmo Nightclub (6364 Hollywood Blvd) RD #15-330117. We continue to have problems with multiple CUP and ABC violations. We have also seen an increase of gang related crimes originating from inside the club and ending up in the surrounding area.
Rog.

>>> ALFONSO ARGUELLES 3/2/2016 12:33 PM >>>

Sirs,

I am continuing my 3.18 on Cosmo Nightclub (6364 Hollywood Blvd) RD #15-330117. We continue to have problems with multiple CUP and ABC violations. We have also seen an increase of gang related crimes originating from inside the club and ending up in the surrounding area.
Nick,

We would like to schedule the Employment Development Task Force Investigators to the following locations:

Tekila 6541 Hollywood Boulevard
Royal 6541 Hollywood Boulevard
Secrets 6541 Hollywood Boulevard
Cosmo 6364 Hollywood Boulevard
Rusty Mullet 1708 Las Palmas Avenue
Florentine Gardens 5951 Hollywood Boulevard
Star Hookah 6430 Hollywood Boulevard

Let me know what they say...

Thank You...

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
Nick,

We would like to schedule the Employment Development Task Force Investigators to the following locations:

Tekila 6541 Hollywood Boulevard
Royal 6541 Hollywood Boulevard
Secrets 6541 Hollywood Boulevard
Cosmo 6364 Hollywood Boulevard
Rusty Mullet 1708 Las Palmas Avenue
Florentine Gardens 5951 Hollywood Boulevard
Star Hookah 6430 Hollywood Boulevard

Let me know what they say...

Thank You...

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:
We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet) They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
VICE/PED will operate in HED
U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP's; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
In addition, PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.
PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.
I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting by your units' daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a chronic offender list- please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a chronic offender system that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org>, "RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org>, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCOME" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org>, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org>, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <26086@lapd.lacity.org>, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <31691@lapd.lacity.org>, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org>, "CORY PALKA" <cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org>, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>, "DARRYL ITO" <darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org>, "ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org>, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARK RO" <32212@lapd.lacity.org>
Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck
As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

**Bureau Initiatives**

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns.

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.

3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

**Area Mandates.**

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 (x-apple-data-detectors://0) if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.
6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help.

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.

8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered to:

Week of March 7
(x-apple-data-detectors://1) : Wilshire

Week of March 14
(x-apple-data-detectors://2) : Hollywood

Week of March 21
(x-apple-data-detectors://3) : Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow
(x-apple-data-detectors://4) and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning
(x-apple-data-detectors://5) . Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning
(x-apple-data-detectors://6) .

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:
- We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
- We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
- We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
- Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet).
  They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
- We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
- Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
- VICE/PED will operate in HED
  - U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP's; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
- In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
- A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.
- PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.

I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All in"

>>> PETER ZARCONE <28271@lapd.lacity.org> 3/1/2016 11:15 PM >>>
Jeff, Alex, Chad, and Habib,
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by
OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will
be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic
offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting
by your units' daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a
chronic offender list - please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a
prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all
be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a chronic offender
system that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your
leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on
violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:58:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org>
"MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31841@lapd.lacity.org>
"RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>
"STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org>, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <
rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org> <mailto:beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCONA" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org> >, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org> >, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org> >, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <26086@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:26086@lapd.lacity.org> >, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <31691@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31691@lapd.lacity.org> >, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org> >, "CORY PALKA" <cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org> >, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org> >, "DARRYL ITO" <darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org> >, "ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org> >, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org> >, "MARK RO" <32212@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:32212@lapd.lacity.org> >

Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck

All

As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.
3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.

6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.
8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

Week of March 7 <x-apple-data-detectors://1> : Wilshire
Week of March 14 <x-apple-data-detectors://2> Hollywood
Week of March 21 <x-apple-data-detectors://3> Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow <x-apple-data-detectors://4> and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning <x-apple-data-detectors://5> . Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning <x-apple-data-detectors://6> .

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
Sir.

I am continuing my 3.18 on Cosmo Nightclub (6364 Hollywood Blvd) DR # 15-330117

Officer Al Arguelles #36473

Hollywood Vice
Sir.

I am continuing my 3.18 on Cosmo Nightclub (5364 Hollywood Blvd) DR #
15-330117

Officer Al Arguelles #36473
Hollywood Vice
Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:

We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun.

We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.

We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.

Our Foot Beasts in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet). They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.

We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse).

Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.

VICE/PED will operate in HED

U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP's; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.

In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.

A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.

PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.

I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by OVB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting by your units' daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all be created and combined to form an overall list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a list that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:58:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org>, "RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org>, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCOME" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org>, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org>, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <26086@lapd.lacity.org>, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <31691@lapd.lacity.org>, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org>, "CORY PALKA" <cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org>, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>, "DARRYL ITO" <darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org>, "ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org>, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARK RO" <32212@lapd.lacity.org>
Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck
As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns.

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.

3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 (x-apple-data-detectors://0) if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.
6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help.

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.

8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

   Week of March 7
   (x-apple-data-detectors://1) : Wilshire
   Week of March 14
   (x-apple-data-detectors://2) : Hollywood
   Week of March 21
   (x-apple-data-detectors://3) : Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow
(x-apple-data-detectors://4) and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning
(x-apple-data-detectors://5). Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning
(x-apple-data-detectors://6).

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:

* We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
* We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
* We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
* Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet) They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
* We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
* Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
* VICE/PED will operate in HED
* U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP’s; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
* In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
* A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.
* PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.

I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"

>>> PETER ZARCOME <26271@lapd.lacity.org> 3/1/2016 11:15 PM >>>
Jeff, Alex, Chad, and Habib,
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by
OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will
be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic
offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting
by your units' daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a
chronic offender list- please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a
prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all
be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a chronic offender
system that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your
leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on
violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org> >
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org> >, "TINA NIETO" <
tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31841@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org> >, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <
jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>
>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org> >, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <
rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org> <mailto:beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCON" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org>, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org>, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <26086@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:26086@lapd.lacity.org>, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <31691@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31691@lapd.lacity.org>, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org>, "CORY PALKA" <cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org>, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>, "DARRYL ITO" <darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org>, "ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org>, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARK RO" <32212@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:32212@lapd.lacity.org>
Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck

All

As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.
3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 <x-apple-data-detectors://0> if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.

6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.
8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

   Week of March 7 <x-apple-data-detectors://1> : Wilshire
   Week of March 14 <x-apple-data-detectors://2> : Hollywood
   Week of March 21 <x-apple-data-detectors://3> : Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow <x-apple-data-detectors://4> and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning <x-apple-data-detectors://5>. Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning <x-apple-data-detectors://6>.

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
Alex

Thank you.

Cory

Cory Palka
Commanding Officer
LAPD 77th Street
Twitter: @LAPD2014

> On Mar 2, 2016, at 7:18 PM, ALEX BAEZ <26623@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:
>
> Sir,
>
> The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:
> We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
> We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
> We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
> Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet) They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
> We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
> Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
> VICE/PED will operate in HED
> U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP’s; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
> In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
> A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.
> PED units will also enforce DIPS In parking lots in conjunction with HED units.
> I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weeks plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the [redacted]. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting by your units’ daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a chronic offender list- please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a [redacted] system that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito_palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARIO MOTA" <mota@lapd.lacity.org>, "RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org>, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <rolando_solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <beatrice_girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCON" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <timothy.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org>, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org>, "JONATHAN TIPPETT" <jonathan_tippett@lapd.lacity.org>, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <leanna_rosenkild@lapd.lacity.org>, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole_alberca@lapd.lacity.org>, "CORY PALKA" <cory_palka@lapd.lacity.org>, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>, "DARRYL ITO"
As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns.

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.

3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOs. Slos should not be on 3/12 if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.
5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.

6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help.

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.

8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered to:

   Week of March 7: Wilshire
   Week of March 14 Hollywood
   Week of March 21 Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning. Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning.

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
<HOPE CAR reference 1.xlsx>
Alex
Thank you.
Cory

Cory Palka
Commanding Officer
LAPD 77th Street
Twitter: @LAPD2014

On Mar 2, 2016, at 7:18 PM, ALEX BAEZ <26623@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:26623@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:

Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:

* We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
* We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
* We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
* Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet). They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
* We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
* Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
* VICE/PED will operate in HED
* U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP's; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
* In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
* A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.
* PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.
I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"

>>> PETER ZARCOME <26271@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:26271@lapd.lacity.org>
> 3/1/2016 11:15 PM >>>
Jeff, Alex, Chad, and Habib,
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting by your units’ daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a chronic offender list- please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a chronic offender system that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area
Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org> >
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <
tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31841@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org> >, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <
jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org> >, "STEVEN RUIZ" <
steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"ROLANDO SOLANO" <rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org> >, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <
beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org> >, "PETER ZARCOME" <
peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org> >, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <
tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org> >, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <
patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org> >, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <
26086@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:26086@lapd.lacity.org> >, "LEANNA
ROSENKILD" <31691@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31691@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org> >, "CORY PALKA" <
cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org> >, "DARRYL ITO" <
darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org> >, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <
valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org> >, "MARK RO" <
32212@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:32212@lapd.lacity.org> >
Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck

All
As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns.

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.

3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.
3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.

6. WTD discretionay motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help.

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.

8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

   Week of March 7 <x-apple-data-detectors://1> : Wilshire
   Week of March 14 <x-apple-data-detectors://2> Hollywood
   Week of March 21 <x-apple-data-detectors://3> Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow <x-apple-data-detectors://4> and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning <x-apple-data-detectors://5> . Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning <x-apple-data-detectors://6> .

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555
Sent from my iPhone

<HOPE CAR reference 1.xlsx>
>> ALEX BAEZ 03/02/16 19:18 >>>

Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:
We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet) They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
VICE/PED will operate in HED
U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP’s; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah. PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.
I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-in-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"

>>> PETER ZARCONIE <26271@lapd.lacity.org> 3/1/2016 11:15 PM >>>
Jeff, Alex, Chad, and Habib,
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting by your units' daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a list- please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all be created and combined to form an list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org>, "RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org>, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMAL" <beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCONIE" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org>, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org>, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <26066@lapd.lacity.org>, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <31691@lapd.lacity.org>, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org>, "CORY PALKA" <cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org>, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>, "DARRYL ITO" <darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org>, "ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org>, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARK RO" <32212@lapd.lacity.org>
Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck
As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns.

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.

3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 (x-apple-data-detectors://0) if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.
6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help.

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.

8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

   Week of March 7
   (x-apple-data-detectors://1) Wilshire
   Week of March 14
   (x-apple-data-detectors://2) Hollywood
   Week of March 21
   (x-apple-data-detectors://3) Pacific

   OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

   Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow
   (x-apple-data-detectors://4) and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning
   (x-apple-data-detectors://5) Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning
   (x-apple-data-detectors://6).

   Thanks. We can do this!

   Commander Blake Chow
   LAPD Operations West Bureau.
   213 473 0555

   Sent from my iPhone
Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:

We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun.

We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.

We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.

Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet). They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.

We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse).

Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.

VICE/PED will operate in HED.

U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP’s; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.

In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.

A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.

PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.

I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood.

Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315

"One Team, All In"
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting by your units’ daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a list—please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>, "TINA NIETO" <tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org>, "RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org>, "ROLANDO SOLANO" <rolando.solano@lapd.lacity.org>, "BEATRICE GIRMALA" <beatrice.girmala@lapd.lacity.org>, "PETER ZARCONOE" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>, "TIMOTHY NORDQUIST" <tim.nordquist@lapd.lacity.org>, "PATRICIA SANDOVAL" <patricia.sandoval@lapd.lacity.org>, "JONATHAN TIPPET" <26086@lapd.lacity.org>, "LEANNA ROSENKILD" <3191@lapd.lacity.org>, "NICOLE ALBERCA" <nicole.alberca@lapd.lacity.org>, "CORY PALKA" <cory.palka@lapd.lacity.org>, "HOWARD LESLIE" <howard.leslie@lapd.lacity.org>, "DARRYL ITO" <darryl.ito@lapd.lacity.org>, "ARMAND CARRANZA" <armand.carranza@lapd.lacity.org>, "VALENCIA THOMAS" <valencia.thomas@lapd.lacity.org>, "MARK RO" <32212@lapd.lacity.org>
Subject: March Violent Crime all hands on deck
As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns.

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.

3. ALL of your missions must Include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 (x-apple-data-detectors://0) if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.
6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help.

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.

8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

   Week of March 7
   ( x-apple-data-detectors://1) : Wilshire
   Week of March 14
   ( x-apple-data-detectors://2) : Hollywood
   Week of March 21
   ( x-apple-data-detectors://3) : Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow
( x-apple-data-detectors://4) and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning
( x-apple-data-detectors://5) : Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning
( x-apple-data-detectors://6) .

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
Sir,

The plan for HED this weekend is as follows:

* We have requested and anticipate deploying the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle on Sat and Sun
* We will run Transient Enforcement and Assistance Task Force Friday and Saturday; utilizing the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle
* We will transition to a 647 (F) Task Force for the latter part of Friday and Saturday. We will also utilize the Arrestee Transportation Vehicle.
* Our Foot Beats in Sector-2 will deploy in the area of our historic violent crime locations (Hollywood and Las Palmas, Rusty Mullet) They will have a zero tolerance enforcement for any and all violations of law in the area.
* We will utilize a Sector-3 Foot beat unit to the same at (Hollywood and Wilcox, The Playhouse)
* Mobile Units will conduct traffic and investigative stops of any gangsters violating the vehicle code.
* VICE/PED will operate in HED
* U.C. VICE officers will walk throughout HED as roving OP's; PED units will act as their chase units. (Mission will be to target any potential violent type offenders violating the law in HED.
* In addition; PED will conduct up fronts at Cosmo, Rusty Mullet, Tequila, and the Star Hookah.
* A PED unit will be tasked with heavy enforcement around the Cosmo Night Club, Tequila Night Club and Star Hookah.
* PED units will also enforce DIPS in parking lots in conjunction with HED units.

I have attached our current HOPE Car Reference list. The list identifies our problematic violent transients. We will distribute this list to all officers working this weekend. We will target these repeat offenders as part of this weekends plan. I will coordinate with Jeff, and obtain any information and top offenders list for gangsters who frequent Hollywood. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2871 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"

>>> PETER ZARCOME <26271@lapd.lacity.org> 3/1/2016 11:15 PM >>>
Jeff, Alex, Chad, and Habib,
The below email details the violent crime reduction initiatives required by
OWB. Crime missions will be re-evaluated daily. Specialized units will
be expected to focus on violent crime reduction and the top chronic
offenders. Results need to be reported to the daily crime control meeting
by your units' daytime reps.

Captain Carranza and Rich Gabaldon will be developing the concept for a
chronic offender list- please give them your input.

My opinion is that a transient offender based list, a gang based list, a
prior robbery suspect based list, and a parole/probation list should all
be created and combined to form an overall chronic offender list.

Please use your combined brain power to help create a chronic offender
system that will be effective. You are all outstanding leaders, and your
leadership skills are necessary at this time to get all hands focused on
violent crime reduction. Thank you!

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "BLAKE CHOW" <blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:blake.chow@lapd.lacity.org> >
Date: March 1, 2016 at 7:56:54 PM PST
To: "VITO PALAZZOLO" <vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:vito.palazzolo@lapd.lacity.org> >, "TINA NIETO" <
tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:tina.nieto@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"MARIO MOTA" <31841@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:31841@lapd.lacity.org> >,
"RAYMOND MALTEZ" <raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:raymond.maltez@lapd.lacity.org> >, "JORGE VILLEGAS" <
jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:jorge.villegas@lapd.lacity.org>
>, "STEVEN RUIZ" <steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org
<mailto:steven.ruiz@lapd.lacity.org> >, "ROLANO SOLANO" <
All

As we discussed this evening March is all hands on deck for addressing violent crime. We need to be strong and persistent to give us a leg up for the rest of the year. The following is a recap of what OWB is mandating.

Bureau Initiatives

1. We need the daily report of your morning crime brief meetings. Any new trends and patterns, any changes in your missions. OWB CAD will evaluate this based upon our analysis. We will aid you in addressing emerging violent crime patterns

2. Back to basics. Please make ALL of your crime missions focused on violent crime. We suggest having only three or four missions for your area. Not separate missions for each watch. Too much can be problematic as officers stop paying attention to anything.
3. ALL of your missions must include a top 10 percent focus. Who are your top 10 percent problematic individuals. For GED and PCU these can be gang members and parolees. For patrol these will be people we want to focus on each time they go out and complete a mission. These can be top 10 percent aggressive transients etc. The missions need to be focused on paying attention to these problematic populations.

Area Mandates.

1. GED must work high violent crime RDs and missions. They need to go into the field each night with a list of gang members they need to pay special attention too. The list should be generated based upon current violence or the potential for violence. GED officers need to contact these individuals each night.

Parole and probation checks need to be a part of the missions.

2. PCU. PCU needs to work a VC mission and go out in the field each night with a list of compliance checks to complete. The list should be updated every two days and we need to get into a rotation. These will be the individuals you believe that are either responsible for violence or have a high propensity for violence. Violators need to go to jail before they commit crimes.

3. Vice needs to be deployed into your violent crime areas each night they are working. For those where violence is tied to ABC locations the checks need to be nonstop.

4. SLOS. Slos should not be on 3/12 <x-apple-data-detectors://0> if they are. SLOS will be organized into a VC TF three days a week and focus on violent crime locations. They too need to be part of the top 10 percent. SLOs should be tasked with addressing transient encampment locations that are tied to violent crime.

5. Patrol. Discretionary resources, especially that of the mid watches will be deployed into VC mission areas. As with GED and PCU these resources need to have a top 10 percent to focus on during their shift.

6. WTD discretionary motors will be deployed along line beats into VC areas based upon who needs the most help

7. Metro: Metro Missions will include top 10 percent focus also.
8. Multi Agency TF. Each of you (with the exception of Olympic and WLA) will develop a multi agency TF. The following schedule will be adhered too:

Week of March 7 <x-apple-data-detectors://1> : Wilshire
Week of March 14 <x-apple-data-detectors://2> Hollywood
Week of March 21 <x-apple-data-detectors://3> Pacific

OWB will be evaluating your missions as well as your top 10 percent lists for patrol, GED and PCU each week. Your lists need to be specific and based on intel from Detectives, SLOS and others.

Please ensure your missions are modified tomorrow <x-apple-data-detectors://4> and submit them to OWB tomorrow morning <x-apple-data-detectors://5>. Submit your top 10 percent lists by Friday morning <x-apple-data-detectors://6>.

Thanks. We can do this!

Commander Blake Chow
LAPD Operations West Bureau.
213 473 0555

Sent from my iPhone
Sirs,

I am continuing my 3.18 on Cosmo Nightclub (6364 Hollywood Blvd) RD #15-330117. We continue to have problems with multiple CUP and ABC violations. We have also seen an increase of gang related crimes originating from inside the club and ending up in the surrounding area.
Sirs,

I am continuing my 3.18 on Cosmo Nightclub (6364 Hollywood Blvd) RD #15-330117. We continue to have problems with multiple CUP and ABC violations. We have also seen an increase of gang related crimes originating from inside the club and ending up in the surrounding area.
Good morning Jackie,

Attached for your review is 5 Complaint Applications. Three of them are for the Cosmo Night Club. If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact our office.

Thank you,

Jess Faber (#35848)
Police Officer III
Los Angeles Police Department
Hollywood VICE Unit
1358 N. Wilcox Ave
Hollywood, CA 90028
Office: (213) 972-2996
FAX: (323) 957-6489
E-mail: 35848@lapd.lacity.org
Good morning Jackie,

Attached for your review is 5 Complaint Applications. Three of them are for the Cosmo Night Club. If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact our office.

Thank you,

Jess Faber (#35848)
Police Officer III
Los Angeles Police Department
Hollywood VICE Unit
1358 N. Wilcox Ave
Hollywood, CA 90028
Office: (213) 972-2996
FAX: (323) 957-6489
E-mail: 35848@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:35848@lapd.lacity.org>
Good afternoon,

Hollywood Conference Call Report for 03/01/16 is attached (Aggravated Assault).

Thanks,

Hollywood Crime Analysis Detail
1358 N. Wilcox Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Phone: (213) 972-2965
Email: hwdcad@lapd.lacity.org
Good afternoon,

Hollywood Conference Call Report for 03/01/16 is attached (Aggravated Assault).

Thanks,

Hollywood Crime Analysis Detail
1358 N. Wilcox Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Phone: (213) 972-2965
Email: hwdcad@lapd.lacity.org
Good afternoon,

Hollywood Conference Call Report for 03/01/16 is attached (Aggravated Assault).

Thanks,

Hollywood Crime Analysis Detail
1358 N. Wilcox Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Phone: (213) 972-2985
Email: hwdcad@lapd.lacity.org
Good afternoon,

Hollywood Conference Call Report for 03/01/16 is attached (Aggravated Assault).

Thanks,

Hollywood Crime Analysis Detail
1358 N. Wilcox Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Phone: (213) 972-2966
Email: hwdcad@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:hwdcad@lapd.lacity.org>
Sir,

on 2/26/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed the manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed to get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victim's girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her...

Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1608-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drive up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out of view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victim's girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drives towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. The fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(213)792-2996
Sir,

on 2/28/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:
The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed the manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed to get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victims girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1606-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drives up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out of view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victims girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drives towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. The fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(213)792-2996
Sir,

Not sure if Ray forwarded this information to you but on 2/26/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed them manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victims girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1606-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drives up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victims girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drivers towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. the fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

I met with Detective Shake and Sergeant Puttmann for investigative guidance. It was determined that the best course of action was to investigate this further. We will also complete a complaint application and make the appropriate notifications to ABC, building and safety, Zoning etc...

In response: All of Vice and PED will be assigned to HED for uniform presence and DIP enforcement. We will continue to work with the motor units on the Administrative DUI's as we have been and we will also conduct an upfront inspection at Cosmo around 22-2300 hours. Thank you...
Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

Not sure if Ray forwarded this information to you but on 2/26/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed the manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed to get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victim's girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1606-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drives up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victim's girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drivers towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. The fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

I met with Detective Shake and Sergeant Puetmann for investigative guidance. It was determined that the best course of action was to investigate this further. We will also complete a complaint application and make the appropriate notifications to ABC, building and safety, Zoning Etc...
In response: All of Vice and PED will be assigned to HED for uniform presence and DIP enforcement. We will continue to work with the motor units on the Administrative DUI's as we have been and we will also conduct an upfront inspection at Cosmo around 22-2300 hours. Thank you...

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
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Sir,

Not sure if Ray forwarded this information to you but on 2/26/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed them manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victims girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1606-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drives up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victims girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drives towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. the fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

I met with Detective Shake and Sergeant Puetmann for investigative guidance. It was determined that the best course of action was to investigate this further. We will also complete a complaint application and make the appropriate notifications to ABC, building and safety, Zoning Etc...

In response: All of Vice and PED will be assigned to HED for uniform presence and DIP enforcement. We will continue to work with the motor units on the Administrative DUI’s as we have been and we will also conduct an upfront inspection at Cosmo around 22-2300 hours. Thank you...
Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

Not sure if Ray forwarded this information to you but on 2/26/16 at 1630 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed them manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victims girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1606-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drives up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victims girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drivers towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. The fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

I met with Detective Shake and Sergeant Puetmann for investigative guidance. It was determined that the best course of action was to investigate this further. We will also complete a complaint application and make the appropriate notifications to ABC, building and safety, Zoning Etc...
In response: All of Vice and PED will be assigned to HED for uniform presence and DIP enforcement. We will continue to work with the motor units on the Administrative DUI’s as we have been and we will also conduct an upfront inspection at Cosmo around 22-2300 hours. Thank you...

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
February 26, 2016

6FB33 was overtime 1.5 and 2.0 due to an ADW investigation for an incident that occurred on 02/25/16 at the Cosmo night club. The investigation involved an interview of the victim at the hospital, flu to the incident location and subsequent interviews of wits, advice from night watch detective and vice OIC (suspects are Cosmo employees), and flu to possibly locate surveillance footage. One officer finished early as the other completed the report. 1.5 + 2.0 = 3.5

Michael Knoke #36679
Sergeant I
Hollywood HED
February 26, 2016

6FB33 was overtime 1.5 and 2.0 due to an ADW investigation for an Incident that occurred on 02/25/16 at the Cosmo night club. The investigation involved an interview of the victim at the hospital, flu to the incident location and subsequent interviews of wits, advice from night watch detective and vice OIC (suspects are Cosmo employees), and flu to possibly locate surveillance footage. One officer finished early as the other completed the report. 1.5 + 2.0 = 3.5

Michael Knoke #36679
Sergeant I
Hollywood HED
February 26, 2016
6FB33 was overtime 1.5 and 2.0 due to an ADW investigation for an incident that occurred on 02/25/16 at the Cosmo night club. The investigation involved an interview of the victim at the hospital, f/u to the incident location and subsequent interviews of wits, advice from night watch detective and vice OIC (suspects are Cosmo employees), and f/u to possibly locate surveillance footage. One officer finished early as the other completed the report. 1.5 + 2.0 = 3.5

Michael Knoke #36679
Sergeant I
Hollywood HED
February 26, 2016

6FB33 was overtime 1.5 and 2.0 due to an ADW investigation for an incident that occurred on 02/25/16 at the Cosmo night club. The investigation involved an interview of the victim at the hospital, f/u to the incident location and subsequent interviews of wits, advice from night watch detective and vice OIC (suspects are Cosmo employees), and f/u to possibly locate surveillance footage. One officer finished early as the other completed the report. 1.5 + 2.0 = 3.5

Michael Knoke #36679
Sergeant I
Hollywood HED
Sir,

Not sure if Ray forwarded this information to you but on 2/26/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed the manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed to get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victims girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1806-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drive up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victims girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drivers towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph). A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. The fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

I met with Detective Shake and Sergeant Puetmann for investigative guidance. It was determined that the best course of action was to investigate this further. We will also complete a complaint application and make the appropriate notifications to ABC, building and safety, Zoning Etc...

In response: All of Vice and PED will be assigned to HED for uniform presence and DIP enforcement. We will continue to work with the motor units on the Administrative DUI's as we have been and we will also conduct an upfront inspection at Cosmo around 22-2300 hours. Thank you...
Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

Not sure if Ray forwarded this information to you but on 2/28/16 at 1530 hours, HED officers Salazar and Arguelles responded to a radio call of an ADW investigation at Kaiser Hospital. The victim stated the following:

The victim had been at Cosmo club the night before and had a dispute with the manager regarding a spilled alcohol bottle. At approximately 0230 hours, he observed them manager walking on Cosmo south of Hollywood and confronted him regarding the bottle. The victim claims that following a short verbal argument the manager (Goldberg, Mathew) started pushing him and a fight ensued. At this time 6-8 security guards ran up and began punching and kicking him. He managed to get up and fled in his vehicle. When he got home he noticed a large laceration to his chest.

The victims girlfriend stated the same except that as she was seated in the car a male came up to her and punched her... Officers completed an ADW report (DR #1606-07550). The victim was treated for an 8 inch laceration to his chest and received 13 stitches...

When I found out about this incident I directed PED officers to go to the area and obtain video and search for witnesses. Video footage from the Couture night club shows the following:

The suspects drives up and down Cosmo as if he is looking for Goldberg. When he finds him he quickly gets out of his vehicle and runs towards him out view followed by both men coming back on camera and the altercation starts. Several other men (possibly Cosmo Security) run up and begin fighting with the victim in the middle of the street. The victims girlfriend then gets in the drivers seat and drivers towards the group striking at least one male. You can clearly see the male going over the hood and striking the windshield (I estimate the driver at about 10 mph).

A male then runs up to the drivers window and punches the female driver. The fighting stops and shortly after the male victim gets inside his vehicle and flees.

I met with Detective Shake and Sergeant Puetmann for investigative guidance. It was determined that the best course of action was to investigate this further. We will also complete a complaint application and make the appropriate notifications to ABC, building and safety, Zoning Etc...
In response: All of Vice and PED will be assigned to HED for uniform presence and DIP enforcement. We will continue to work with the motor units on the Administrative DUI’s as we have been and we will also conduct an upfront inspection at Cosmo around 22-2300 hours. Thank you...

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

Tonight's recap was as follows:

We conducted a lengthy up-front inspection at Cosmo night club which resulted in the arrest of security guard (tattoo face guy) for outstanding misdemeanor warrants. We then conducted an up-front inspection at 6363 Hollywood Boulevard (Antenna Building) for a "Art party" There was no alcohol and no violations. We monitored both locations and there were no issues for the remainder of the night.

23- RFC's for drinking in public
2- RFC's no guard card
1- misdemeanor warrant arrests
1- massage parlor violation
2- upfront inspections

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

Tonight's recap was as follows:

We conducted a lengthy up-front inspection at Cosmo night club which resulted in the arrest of security guard (tattoo face guy) for outstanding misdemeanor warrants. We then conducted an up-front inspection at 6363 Hollywood Boulevard (Antenna Building) for a "Art party" There was no alcohol and no violations. We monitored both locations and there were no issues for the remainder of the night.

23- RFC's for drinking in public
2- RFC's no guard card
1- misdemeanor warrant arrests
1- massage parlor violation
2- upfront inspections

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
An error occurred processing the text version of the message.
Sergeant Leonard Calderon, Serial No. 27568
Los Angeles Police Department
Hollywood Division
1358 N. Wilcox Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90028
213-485-4328 (Office)
27568@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:27568@lapd.lacity.org>
An error occurred processing the text version of the message.
FYI
Sirs,

The mission for tonight will primarily consist of HED uniform enforcement being supported by Vice officers monitoring the clubs and bars. DSVD Detectives Levin, Harris and Sanchez will work Star Hookah tonight at approximately 0030 hours and we will provide uniform support for their operation.

As far as last night's ABC operation, They identified a minor working inside Cosmo (Go-Go dancer). ABC cited her as well as manager Mathew Goldberg for this violation. Officer Arguelles will complete a complaint application as well.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sirs,

The mission for tonight will primarily consist of HED uniform enforcement being supported by Vice officers monitoring the clubs and bars. DSVD Detectives Levin, Harris and Sanchez will work Star Hookah tonight at approximately 0030 hours and we will provide uniform support for their operation.

As far as last night's ABC operation, They identified a minor working inside Cosmo (Go-Go dancer). ABC cited her as well as manager Mathew Goldberg for this violation. Officer Arguelles will complete a complaint application as well.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32289
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
An error occurred processing the text version of the message.
Sergeant Leonard Calderon, Serial No. 27568
Los Angeles Police Department
Hollywood Division
1358 N. Wilcox Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90028
213-485-4328 (Office)
27568@lapd.lacity.org <mailto:27568@lapd.lacity.org>
An error occurred processing the text version of the message.
FYI
Sirs,

Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They're planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N' Wistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.

HED. Thank You...

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818) 434-2484
Sirs,

Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They're planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N' Whistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818) 434-2484
Sirs,

The mission for tonight will primarily consist of HED uniform enforcement being supported by Vice officers monitoring the clubs and bars. DSVD Detectives Levin, Harris and Sanchez will work Star Hookah tonight at approximately 0030 hours and we will provide uniform support for their operation.

As far as last night’s ABC operation, They identified a minor working inside Cosmo (Go-Go dancer). ABC cited her as well as manager Mathew Goldberg for this violation. Officer Arguelles will complete a complaint application as well.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sirs,

The mission for tonight will primarily consist of HED uniform enforcement being supported by Vice officers monitoring the clubs and bars. DSVD Detectives Levin, Harris and Sanchez will work Star Hookah tonight at approximately 0030 hours and we will provide uniform support for their operation.

As far as last night's ABC operation, They identified a minor working inside Cosmo (Go-Go dancer). ABC cited her as well as manager Mathew Goldberg for this violation. Officer Arguelles will complete a complaint application as well.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Thanks Habib

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

> On Feb 25, 2016, at 10:09 PM, HABIB MUNOZ <32299@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:

> Sirs,
>
> Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They’re planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N’ Whistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.

> Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
> Hollywood Division
> Hollywood Vice
> (818) 434-2484
Thanks Habib

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

> On Feb 25, 2016, at 10:09 PM, HABIB MUNOZ <32299@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:
> 
> Sirs,
> 
> Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They're planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N' Wistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.
>
> Thank You...
>
> Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
> Hollywood Division
> Hollywood Vice
> (818) 434-2484
Sirs,

Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They're planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N' Wistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818) 434-2484
Sirs,

Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They're planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N' Wistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818) 434-2484
Thanks Habib

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

> On Feb 25, 2016, at 10:09 PM, HABIB MUNOZ <32299@lapd.lacity.org> wrote:
> 
> > Sirs,
> >
> > Department of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) will be doing a couple of undercover operations here in Hollywood tonight. They will be using our own ABC personnel (Sergeant Nemecheck and Sergeant Garcia) as well as a couple of Foothill Vice female officers. They briefed here in Hollywood and I provided the watch commander (Sergeant Tyson) with a operation plan. We will support them by assisting them with uniform support however they should be self sustained. They're planning on operating, Cosmo, Playhouse, Pig N' Whistle, Velvet Margarita and Project LA. Sergeant Moody and I will monitor their operations throughout the night.
> 
> > Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
> > Hollywood Division
> > Hollywood Vice
> > (818) 434-2484
On Today's date February 19, 2018, officer Ricardo Gonzales Serial No. 38571, will be operating as undercover officer assigned to Vice.

The Operation will involve targeted enforcement of ABC violations at the Rusty Mullet and Cosmo Night Club, specifically targeting over service.

Sergeant: Andrew Moody Serial No 32390

Hollywood Area PED

(562)833-1542
(tel:5628331542)
On Today's date February 19, 2018, officer Ricardo Gonzales Serial No. 38571, will be operating as undercover officer assigned to Vice.

The Operation will involve targeted enforcement of ABC violations at the Rusty Mullet and Cosmo Night Club, specifically targeting over service.

Sergeant: Andrew Moody Serial No 32390
Hollywood Area PED
(562)633-1542 <tel:5626331542>
On Today's date February 19, 2016, [redacted] operating as undercover officer assigned to Vice.

The Operation will involve targeted enforcement of ABC violations at the Rusty Mullet and Cosmo Night Club, specifically targeting over service.

Sergeant: Andrew Moody Serial No 32390

Hollywood Area PED

(562)833-1542
( tel:5628331542)
On Today's date February 19, 2016, [Redacted] will be operating as undercover officer assigned to Vice.

The Operation will involve targeted enforcement of ABC violations at the Rusty Mullet and Cosmo Night Club, specifically targeting over service.

Sergeant: Andrew Moody Serial No 32390
Hollywood Area PED
(562)833-1542 <tel:5628331542>
On Today's date February 19, 2016, officer [REDACTED], will be operating as undercover officer assigned to Vice.

The Operation will involve targeted enforcement of ABC violations at the Rusty Mullet and Cosmo Night Club, specifically targeting over service.

Sergeant: Andrew Moody Serial No 32390

Hollywood Area PED

(562)833-1542
(tel:5628331542)
Sir,

The day-one coordinated efforts between Patrol, VICE, PED and HED for Grammy weekend was successful. VICE/PED and Building and Safety conducted inspections of Cosmo, Project L.A, Genesis, Attic, No Vacancy and Start Hookah lounge. Building and Safety will complete complaint applications if applicable.

HED Unit 6FB24, Castaneda and Deoliveira conducted a traffic stop on Cahuenga and Hollywood for failure to stop for a Red Light. The traffic resulted in the arrest of an 18 Street Gang Member armed with a 38 Cal. Revolver. The officers also discovered that the vehicle displayed a cold license plate. Cris Rodriguez was arrested and booked for 29800(A) (1) PC, Booking No. 4578430.

One W-7 Patrol Unit assisted HED unit with transportation, processing and booking of arrestees. An additional W-7 Patrol unit conducted extra patrol in HED Area.

HED units deployed heavily around the Playhouse Night Club. Foot Beats units deployed at the front of the club and mobile units deployed in the rear parking lot. No significant incidents to report. Foot Beat Units also posted and monitored Cosmo and OHM night clubs. No significant incidents to report.

VICE/PED RECAP:
RFC's for drinking in public - 49
moving citations -2
parking citations -3
Skating on the boulevard -1
Drunk in public -1

HED RECAP:
Guns Recovered - 1
Citations- 28
Felony Arrest- 2
Misdemeanant Arrest-5
RFC- 5
847 F - 2
Radio/CZN Calls - 11
HED OVERTIME:
2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 (Transporting officers returning from MDC with B/O vehicle due to suspect throwing up in vehicle.
2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect with poss of nun-chucks arrest
2 Officers 1.0 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect in poss of a firearm.
Mitigated overtime:
1 unit transported multiple suspects to MDC to avoid overtime.
W-3 units transported evidence (firearms, nun-chucks)
Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"
Sir,

The day-one coordinated efforts between Patrol, VICE, PED and HED for Grammy weekend was successful. VICE/PED and Building and Safety conducted inspections of Cosmo, Project L.A, Genesis, Attic, No Vacancy and Start Hookah lounge. Building and Safety will complete complaint applications if applicable.

HED Unit 6FB24, Castaneda and Deoliveira conducted a traffic stop on Cahuenga and Hollywood for failure to stop for a Red Light. The traffic resulted in the arrest of an 18 Street Gang Member armed with a 38 Cal. Revolver. The officers also discovered that the vehicle displayed a cold license plate. Cris Rodriguez was arrested and booked for 29800(A) (1) PC, Booking No. 4578430.

One W-7 Patrol Unit assisted HED unit with transportation, processing and booking of arrestees. An additional W-7 Patrol unit conducted extra patrol in HED Area.

HED units deployed heavily around the Playhouse Night Club. Foot Beats units deployed at the front of the club and mobile units deployed in the rear parking lot. No significant incidents to report. Foot Beat Units also posted and monitored Cosmo and OHM night clubs. No significant incidents to report.

VICE/PED RECAP:
* RFC's for drinking in public - 49
* moving citations -2
* parking citations -3
* Skating on the boulevard -1
* Drunk in public -1

HED RECAP:
* Guns Recovered - 1
* Citations- 28
* Felony Arrest- 2
* Misdemeanant Arrest-5
* RFC- 5
* 647 F - 2
* Radio/CZN Calls - 11
* ACE - 1
* FIS - 34

HED OVERTIME:
* 2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 (Transporting officers returning from MDC with B/O vehicle due to suspect throwing up in vehicle).
* 2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect with poss of nun-chucks arrest
* 2 Officers 1.0 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect in poss of a firearm.

Mitigated overtime:
* 1 unit transported multiple susps to MDC to avoid overtime.
* W-3 units transported evidence (firearms, nun-chucks)

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"
The day-one coordinated efforts between Patrol, VICE, PED and HED for Grammy weekend was successful. VICE/PED and Building and Safety conducted inspections of Cosmo, Project L.A, Genesis, Attic, No Vacancy and Start Hookah lounge. Building and Safety will complete complaint applications if applicable.

HED Unit 5FB24, Castaneda and Deoliveira conducted a traffic stop on Cahuenga and Hollywood for failure to stop for a Red Light. The traffic resulted in the arrest of an 18 Street Gang Member armed with a 38 Cal. Revolver. The officers also discovered that the vehicle displayed a cold license plate. Cris Rodriguez was arrested and booked for 29800(A) (1) PC, Booking No. 4578430.

One W-7 Patrol Unit assisted HED unit with transportation, processing and booking of arrestees. An additional W-7 Patrol unit conducted extra patrol in HED Area.

HED units deployed heavily around the Playhouse Night Club. Foot Beats units deployed at the front of the club and mobile units deployed in the rear parking lot. No significant incidents to report. Foot Beat Units also posted and monitored Cosmo and OHM night clubs. No significant incidents to report.

VICE/PED RECAP:
RFC's for drinking in public - 49
moving citations -2
parking citations -3
Drunk in public -1
HED RECAP:
Guns Recovered - 1
Citations- 28
Felony Arrest- 2
Misdemeanant Arrest-5
RFC- 5
847 F - 2
Radio/CZN Calls - 11
ACE - 1  
F1'S - 34  
HED OVERTIME:  
2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 (Transporting officers returning from MDC with B/O vehicle due to suspect throwing up in vehicle.  
2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect with poss of nun-chucks arrest  
2 Officers 1.0 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect in poss of a firearm.  
Mitigated overtime:  
1 unit transported multiple susps to MDC to avoid overtime.  
W-3 units transported evidence (firearms, nun-chucks)  
Alex  

Lieutenant Alex Baez  
Officer-in-Charge  
Hollywood Entertainment District  
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315  
"One Team, All In"
Sir,

The day-one coordinated efforts between Patrol, VICE, PED and HED for Grammy weekend was successful. VICE/PED and Building and Safety conducted inspections of Cosmo, Project L.A, Genesis, Attic, No Vacancy and Start Hookah lounge. Building and Safety will complete complaint applications if applicable.

HED Unit 6FB24, Castaneda and Deoliveira conducted a traffic stop on Cahuenga and Hollywood for failure to stop for a Red Light. The traffic resulted in the arrest of an 18 Street Gang Member armed with a 38 Cal. Revolver. The officers also discovered that the vehicle displayed a cold license plate. Cris Rodriguez was arrested and booked for 29600(A) (1) PC, Booking No. 4578430.

One W-7 Patrol Unit assisted HED unit with transportation, processing and booking of arrestees. An additional W-7 Patrol unit conducted extra patrol in HED Area.

HED units deployed heavily around the Playhouse Night Club. Foot Beats units deployed at the front of the club and mobile units deployed in the rear parking lot. No significant incidents to report. Foot Beat Units also posted and monitored Cosmo and OHM night clubs. No significant incidents to report.

VICE/PED RECAP:

* RFC's for drinking in public - 49
* moving citations - 2
* parking citations - 3
* Skating on the boulevard - 1
* Drunk in public - 1

HED RECAP:

* Guns Recovered - 1
* Citations - 28
* Felony Arrest - 2
* Misdemeanant Arrest - 5
* RFC - 5
* 647 F - 2
* Radio/CZN Calls - 11
* ACE - 1
* FIS - 34

HED OVERTIME:
* 2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 (Transporting officers returning from MDC with B/O vehicle due to suspect throwing up in vehicle.

* 2 Officers .5 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect with poss of nun-chucks arrest

* 2 Officers 1.0 hrs X 2 Completed reports booking of suspect in poss of a firearm.

Mitigated overtime:

* 1 unit transported multiple suspects to MDC to avoid overtime.

* W-3 units transported evidence (firearms, nun-chucks)

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"
Yes, John and Cosmo and Star Hookah as well.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"

>> John Whipple <john.whipple@lacity.org> 2/12/2016 6:11 PM >>>

Good Evening!

Are we still on for these locations tonight and are there any others?

I have a new phone and as a result have lost your numbers. Please call me on my cell so I can add you back into the contacts. 213 792 4197

Thanks

---

John Whipple
Principal Inspector
Code Enforcement Bureau
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety
3550 Wilshire Blvd. 18th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone (213) 252-3040
( tel:%28213%29%20252-3040)
Fax (213) 252-3011
( tel:%28213%29%20252-3011)
Yes, John and Cosmo and Star Hookah as well.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"

>>> John Whipple <john.whipple@lacity.org> 2/12/2016 6:11 PM >>>
Good Evening!

Are we still on for these locations tonight and are there any others?

I have a new phone and as a result have lost your numbers. Please call me on my cell so I can add you back into the contacts. 213 792 4197

Thanks

--

John Whipple
Principal Inspector
Code Enforcement Bureau
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety
3550 Wilshire Blvd. 18th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone (213) 252-3040 <tel:%28213%29%20252-3040>
Fax (213) 252-3011 <tel:%28213%29%20252-3011>
Ok thanks

>>> ALFONSO ARGUELLES 2/5/2016 4:51 PM >>>

Sirs,

I am continuing the 3.18 once again for Cosmo Night Club (DR #15-330117) for an additional 30 days, due to a recent drunk service arrest (Suspect Garrett, Erin RFC #F38800).
Ok thanks

>>> ALFONSO ARGUELLES 2/5/2016 4:51 PM >>>

Sirs,

I am continuing the 3.18 once again for Cosmo Night Club (DR #15-330117) for an additional 30 days, due to a recent drunk service arrest (Suspect Garrett, Erin RFC #F38800).
I'd love to but I don't have a 3.18, Investigation Cont. for DR # 15-330-117 since 9/30/15. The Inv. Cont. dated 9/30/15 is the last one I have from you for this 3.18.

>>> ALFONSO ARGUELLES 2/5/2016 4:22 PM >>>

Sir's
Could you please Email a copy of the original 3.18 continuation sent to you for DR #15-330117 (Cosmo Night Club). We are missing a copy of the original dated 01/01/2016. Please forward to Cummins, Debbie Serial NO #N3989. We need it for our records.

Thank You
A. Arguelles #36473
I'd love to but I don't have a 3.18, Investigation Cont. for DR #15-330-117 since 9/30/15. The Inv. Cont. dated 9/30/15 is the last one I have from you for this 3.18.

>>> ALFONSO ARGUELLES 2/5/2016 4:22 PM >>>

Sir's
Could you please Email a copy of the original 3.18 continuation sent to you for DR #15-330117 (Cosmo Night Club). We are missing a copy of the original dated 01/01/2016. Please forward to Cummins, Debbie Serial NO #N3969. We need it for our records.

Thank You
A. Arguelles #36473
Sirs.

I am continuing the 3.18 once again for Cosmo Night Club (DR #15-330117) for an additional 30 days, due to a recent drunk service arrest (Suspect Garrett, Erin RFC #F38800).
Sirs,

I am continuing the 3.18 once again for Cosmo Night Club (DR #15-330117) for an additional 30 days, due to a recent drunk service arrest (Suspect Garrett, Erin RFC #F38800).
Sir's

Could you please Email a copy of the original 3.18 continuation sent to you for DR #15-330117 (Cosmo Night Club). We are missing a copy of the original dated 01/01/2016. Please forward to Cummins, Debbie Serial NO #N3989. We need it for our records.

Thank You
A. Arguelles #36473
Sir's
Could you please Email a copy of the original 3.18 continuation sent to you for DR #15-330117 (Cosmo Night Club). We are missing a copy of the original dated 01/01/2016. Please forward to Cummins, Debbie Serial NO #N3989. We need it for our records.

Thank You
A. Arguelles #36473
Sir,

The following are the results of tonight's operation:

Ø Harvard & Stone: Undercover Officers found no violations. An upfront inspection also resulted in no violations.

Ø Attic: Numerous CUP violations were observed and management has been cited for these violations in the past. The Fire Department was also requested for possible overcrowding issues. As a result of the CUP violations, the club was shut-down at approximately 0030 hours due to the continuous negligent practices on the part of the management for this club.

Ø Project LA- CUP violations were noted from outside the location which resulted in the issuance of a citation to club management.

Ø Rusty Mullet- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cabo Cantina- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Davey Waynes- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cosmo- Under-cover investigation resulted in a drunk service arrest. The female drunk provided a breath sample of .25 / .26. She was later released to a responsible party.

Ø Ohm- No unusual activity during this investigation in regards to security personnel.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

The following are the results of tonight’s operation:

Ø Harvard & Stone: Undercover Officers found no violations. An upfront inspection also resulted in no violations.

Ø Attic: Numerous CUP violations were observed and management has been cited for these violations in the past. The Fire Department was also requested for possible overcrowding issues. As a result of the CUP violations, the club was shut-down at approximately 0030 hours due to the continuous negligent practices on the part of the management for this club.

Ø Project LA- CUP violations were noted from outside the location which resulted in the issuance of a citation to club management.

Ø Rusty Mullet- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cabo Cantina- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Davey Waynes- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cosmo- Under-cover investigation resulted in a drunk service arrest. The female drunk provided a breath sample of .25 / .26. She was later released to a responsible party.

Ø Ohm- No unusual activity during this investigation in regards to security personnel.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

The following are the results of tonight's operation:

Ø Harvard & Stone: Undercover Officers found no violations. An upfront inspection also resulted in no violations.

Ø Attic: Numerous CUP violations were observed and management has been cited for these violations in the past. The Fire Department was also requested for possible overcrowding issues. As a result of the CUP violations, the club was shut-down at approximately 0030 hours due to the continuous negligent practices on the part of the management for this club.

Ø Project LA- CUP violations were noted from outside the location which resulted in the issuance of a citation to club management.

Ø Rusty Mullet- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cabo Cantina- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Davey Waynes- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cosmo- Under-cover investigation resulted in a drunk service arrest. The female drunk provided a breath sample of .25 / .26. She was later released to a responsible party.

Ø Ohm- No unusual activity during this investigation in regards to security personnel.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Sir,

The following are the results of tonight’s operation:

Ø Harvard & Stone: Undercover Officers found no violations. An upfront inspection also resulted in no violations.

Ø Attic: Numerous CUP violations were observed and management has been cited for these violations in the past. The Fire Department was also requested for possible overcrowding issues. As a result of the CUP violations, the club was shut-down at approximately 0030 hours due to the continuous negligent practices on the part of the management for this club.

Ø Project LA: CUP violations were noted from outside the location which resulted in the issuance of a citation to club management.

Ø Rusty Mullet: Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cabo Cantina- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Davey Waynes- Complaint application for CUP violations that were noted from outside of the club.

Ø Cosmo- Under-cover investigation resulted in a drunk service arrest. The female drunk provided a breath sample of .25 / .26. She was later released to a responsible party.

Ø Ohm- No unusual activity during this investigation in regards to security personnel.

Sergeant Habib Munoz, Serial No. 32299
Hollywood Division
Hollywood Vice
(818)434-2484
Good evening,

Here are the weekly reports.
Good evening,
Here are the weekly reports.
Ma'am, please see below- another busy Saturday night in HED

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

> From: "ALEX BAEZ" <26823@lapd.lacity.org>
> Date: January 24, 2016 at 4:25:47 AM PST
> To: "PETER ZARCONEN" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>
> Cc: "RAYMOND PUETTMANN" <31519@lapd.lacity.org>
> Subject: Notification
>
> Sir,

> Another busy Saturday night. Tonight we deployed the arrestee transportation vehicle and ran a Transient Task Force. We ended up with 5 arrests from the task force. In addition for the second time this week; we were alerted by OHM Security of an armed suspect at the club (prior Incident, susp armed with a dagger). HED units responded and detained a group of 5 M/Blks. One of the suspects was armed with a 22 Cal handgun. He was taken into custody and arrested without incident; the gun was recovered and booked. An addition 415 suspect in the group was arrested for 647 F.
>
> While I was monitoring the Cosmo and Project LA I observed a major crowd overcrowding on the street in front of all four clubs in that area. I spoke with the security and new manager of the location (Nano) the old Supper Club Manager and the crowding issue was not resolved. After a lengthy attempt to resolve the situation with their security and additional HED units I requested the Fire Marshall. The Fire Marshall and I conducted walk through of all the locations attached to Project LA. We determined that Club Hemingway was over crowded and was in violation of having a locked "Exit Door." It was later determined the locked exit door led to another night club. Therefore with no additional exit doors, the allowed capacity is reduced to 49 people moving forward. The Fire Marshall shut them down for the evening. HED units assisted with crowd control; the patrons exited in an orderly manner with no incidents.
>
> Call if you need anything.
> Alex
>
> Lieutenant Alex Baez
> Officer-In-Charge
> Hollywood Entertainment District
> (213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
> "One Team, All In"
Ma'am, please see below- another busy Saturday night in HED

Peter A. Zarcone, Captain
Commanding Officer
Hollywood Area

Begin forwarded message:

From: "ALEX BAEZ" <26623@lapd.lacity.org>
> <mailto:26623@lapd.lacity.org>

Date: January 24, 2016 at 4:25:47 AM PST
To: "PETER ZARCONE" <peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:peter.zarcone@lapd.lacity.org> >
Cc: "RAYMOND PUETTMANN" <31519@lapd.lacity.org>
<mailto:31519@lapd.lacity.org> >
Subject: Notification

Sir,

Another busy Saturday night. Tonight we deployed the arrestee transportation vehicle and ran a Transient Task Force. We ended up with 5 arrests from the task force. In addition for the second time this week; we were alerted by OHM Security of an armed suspect at the club (prior incident, susp armed with a dagger). HED units responded and detained a group of 5 M/Bkks. One of the suspects was armed with a 22 Cal handgun. He was taken into custody and arrested without incident; the gun was recovered and booked. An addition 415 suspect in the group was arrested for 647 F.

While I was monitoring the Cosmo and Project LA I observed a major crowd overflowing on the street in front of all four clubs in that area. I spoke with the security and new manager of the location (Nano) the old Supper Club Manager and the crowding issue was not resolved. After a lengthy attempt to resolve the situation with their security and additional HED units I requested the Fire Marshall. The Fire Marshall and I conducted walk through of all the locations attached to Project LA. We determined that Club Hemingway was over crowded and was in violation of having a locked "Exit Door." It was later determined the locked exit door led to another night club. Therefore with no
additional exit doors, the allowed capacity is reduced to 49 people moving forward. The Fire Marshall shut them down for the evening. HED units assisted with crowd control; the patrons exited in an orderly manner with no incidents.

Call if you need anything.

Alex

Lieutenant Alex Baez
Officer-In-Charge
Hollywood Entertainment District
(213) 972-2971 Ext. 315
"One Team, All In"
## Redaction Log

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Page (# of occurrences)</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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